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Motion Recognition Using Nonparametric
Image Motion Models Estimated
from Temporal and Multiscale
Co-Occurrence Statistics
R. Fablet and P. Bouthemy
Abstract—A new approach for motion characterization in image sequences is
presented. It relies on the probabilistic modeling of temporal and scale co-
occurrence distributions of local motion-related measurements directly computed
over image sequences. Temporal multiscale Gibbs models allow us to handle both
spatial and temporal aspects of image motion content within a unified statistical
framework. Since this modeling mainly involves the scalar product between co-
occurrence values and Gibbs potentials, we can formulate and address several
fundamental issues: model estimation according to the ML criterion (hence, model
training and learning) and motion classification. We have conducted motion
recognition experiments over a large set of real image sequences comprising
various motion types such as temporal texture samples, human motion examples,
and rigid motion situations.
Index Terms—Nonparametric motion analysis, motion recognition, multiscale
analysis, Gibbs models, co-occurrences, ML criterion.

1 INTRODUCTION
MOTION information is a crucial cue for visual perception. The
well-known MLD (Moving Light Display) experiments carried out
in the early seventies [11] demonstrated that human beings were
able to recognize activities such as walking or getting up simply by
perceiving moving dot lights appropriately placed on the body.
Initially, research in motion interpretation by computer vision was
dedicated to the recovery of 3D motion information from image
sequences and usually relied on the computation of dense optic
flow fields known to be an ill-posed problem [9]. We believe that
the complete recovery of motion information is not always
required to achieve a useful interpretation of motion content. The
key point for applications such as motion classification [12] or
action recognition [19] is rather to determine appropriate (possibly
partial) representation of motion information which can be easily
computed from images while enabling further interpretation. We
adopt this point of view to address motion recognition with no
a priori knowledge on the content of the observed dynamic scenes.
Our goal is to design a general framework to provide a global
characterization of motion content within image sequences. It will,
in particular, involve the design of an appropriate motion-based
similarity measure between image sequences.
If the classification of general motion content is sought, the use of
nonparametric motion models as opposed to 2D parametric motion
models, e.g., affine or quadratic motion models, appears necessary.
Indeed, the latter cannot account for a large range ofmotion types. In
that context, Nelson and Polana [12] introduced the notion of
temporal textures which refers to nonstructured dynamic scenes
such as fluttering leaves, or river scenes. They followed an approach
originally developed for spatial texture analysis to characterize
distributions of local motion-related measurements in images from
co-occurrence statistics. The resulting description can be interpreted
in terms of motion activity. New developments in that direction
havemore recently been proposed for motion-based video indexing
and retrieval [5], [6], [14], [19].
We further investigate such an approach and we introduce new
probabilistic motion models with a view to handling both spatial
and temporal properties of image motion content within a unified
statistical framework. The proposed temporal multiscale Gibbs
models are exploited for motion recognition while considering a
wide range of motion types, from rigid motion situations to
temporal texture samples. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 outlines the general ideas supporting our work.
Section 3 describes the considered local motion-related measure-
ments we use for nonparametric motion modeling. In Section 4, the
statistical modeling of motion information and the estimation of the
introduced models according to the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
criterion are addressed. Section 5 is specifically concerned with the
motion recognition issue. Experiments are reported in Section 6 and
Section 7 contains concluding remarks.
2 RELATED WORK
Global motion characterization can be based on different types of
motion measurements from image sequences. Motion-based fea-
tures can be extracted from dense velocity fields computed using
optic flowmethods as in [1] or issued fromMPEGmotion vectors as
in [3], if MPEG-coded videos are processed. Dense optic flow
estimation remains a difficult task especially for complex dynamic
scenes such as temporal textures. Besides, the accuracy of
MPEG motion vectors is often poor and extremely dependent on
the MPEG encoder. Furthermore, the physical reliability of the
MPEG motion vectors is questionable since their computation rely
on image coding criteria. Motion-based features extracted from
dense velocity fields usually correspond to first-order statistics
(histogram [3], mean values in different directions [1]). In this case,
consideringhigher order statistics, as in texture analysis, appears too
complex since velocity measurements are two-dimensional vectors.
If co-occurrence statistics were computed on velocity fields with
N levels of quantization over thevertical andhorizontal directions, it
would result in a co-occurrence matrix of size N4. Therefore, scalar
motion-related measurements are more suitable, even if they only
convey partial motion information.
Let us point out that motion characterization should account for
temporal and spatial properties of image motion content, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. By spatial properties, we mean the spatial
pattern formed by the local motion measurements in a given
image. Specific patterns can be easily figured out in case of global
translation, rotation, or zooming, for instance, but spatial patterns
can be associated with more complex situations, too. Temporal
properties can be analyzed on Eulerian or Lagrangian basis (i.e., at
a fixed image grid location or along the trajectory of a given point).
The former is easier to consider and supplies information relative
to the temporal variability of the motion content.
Spatial aspects of motion content are the main focus in [12], as
motion-based features extracted from spatial co-occurrences of
normal flow fields are exploited to classify sequences either as
simple motions (rotation, translation, divergence) or as temporal
textures. In [14], different spatial motion-based descriptors, also
computed from normal flow fields, are considered using other
techniques developed for texture analysis. To take into account the
temporal properties of image motion distribution, we previously
proposed to extract global motion-based features from temporal co-
occurrences of local motion-related measurements in [5]. In [19], the
focus is also given to temporal features by means of histograms of
local quantities (spatial and temporal intensity derivatives) com-
puted at different temporal scales. It nevertheless appears more
relevant to combine spatial and temporal motion information to
successfully achieve motion characterization. Such an attempt has
been investigated by using spatio-temporal Gabor filters applied to
image intensities [18].
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However, the use of only numerical (global) motion-based
features is limited. Statistical modeling has already proven its
ability to supply flexible, general, and efficient frameworks for
classification and recognition issues. In particular, the introduction
of probabilistic models, such as Gibbs random fields, has led to
important advances for texture analysis [2], [15], [20]. Probabilistic
models have also been considered for temporal texture synthesis
and recognition [7], [16], [17], but the developed solutions are suited
for appearance change modeling and not really for general motion
information analysis. We have also further investigated the analogy
between texture analysis and nonparametric motion analysis and
statistical nonparametric motion models have been introduced [6].
We have made use of Gibbs models since there is an explicit
relationship between co-occurrence measurements and Gibbs
models [20]. The probabilistic models designed in [6] adopt a causal
formulation of the problem, since the computation of the normal-
izing constant of the conditional likelihood is then easy and even
explicit. Such a property is of key importance for recognition or
classification issues, as they require the comparison of the condi-
tional likelihoods of the observations (here, local motion-related
measurements) for different motion models. Here, we extend our
previous work [6] in three ways. First, while keeping the key
characteristics of the temporal Gibbs models involving the exact
derivation (including the normalizing factor) and low-cost compu-
tation of the associated likelihood function and the direct
ML estimation of the models, we propose temporal and multiscale
Gibbs models to represent both temporal and spatial properties of
image motion content. Second, we have improved the computation
and the quantization steps of the local motion-related measure-
ments, which is of key importance to the evaluation of reliable co-
occurrence statistics. Third, we deal with motion recognition,
whereas in [6], we were concerned with video indexing and
(query-by-example) retrieval issues
3 MOTION DATA COMPUTATION
3.1 Local Motion-Related Measurements
The Optic Flow Constraint Equation (OFCE) relates the intensity
derivatives to the displacement wðpÞ at point p by assuming
brightness constancy along trajectories [9]:wðpÞ  rIðpÞ þ ItðpÞ ¼ 0,
whererI is the spatial gradient of the intensity function I and It its
temporal derivative. We can then infer the expression of the normal
flow, vnðpÞ ¼ ItðpÞ=krIðpÞk exploited in [12], [14]. However, the
latter is known to be very sensitive to the noise attached to the
computation of the intensity gradientrI. Aweighted average of the
magnitude of normal flows within a local window forms a more
reliable measurement. Theweights are given by the spatial intensity
gradient norms, as proposed, for instance, in [13]:
vobsðpÞ ¼
X
q2FðpÞ
krIðqÞk  jItðqÞj
max 2;
X
q2FðpÞ
krIðqÞk2
0@ 1A ; ð1Þ
where FðpÞ is a 3 3 window centered on image point p, and 2 a
predetermined constant related to the noise level (typically,  ¼ 5).
This measure vobsðpÞ conveys no information on motion direction.
However, we are not interested in determining specific motion
values or actions, but we aim at supplying a global characterization
of the dynamic content of image sequences into relevant “qualita-
tive” motion classes or events. Contrary to [12], [14], we do not
exploit the direction information attached to the normal flow, which
are defined by the spatial image gradient. In fact, they only reveal the
spatial texturepresent in the image,whereasweare concernedwitha
general description of motion content independently of the texture
(or color) of the surfaces of the objects moving in the depicted scene.
An interesting feature of the motion-related measure given by
(1) is that we can exhibit bounds to evaluate the reliability of the
information it conveys. Given a motion magnitude , one can
derive two bounds, lðpÞ and LðpÞ, verifying the following
properties. If the motion-related measurement vobsðpÞ is smaller
than lðpÞ, the magnitude of the real (unknown) displacement
wðpÞ at point p is necessarily lower than . Conversely, if vobsðpÞ is
higher than LðpÞ, kwðpÞk is necessarily greater than . The two
bounds lðpÞ and LðpÞ are directly computed from the spatial
derivatives of the intensity function within a small window
centered on point p [13]. Another issue is to cope with the
shortcomings of the OFCE. The OFCE is known to be exploitable
only for small displacements and to become invalid in occlusion
areas, over motion discontinuities and even on sharp intensity
discontinuities. Hence, we have now settled a multiscale scheme
and used the likelihood test designed in [8] to evaluate the validity
of the OFCE. We build Gaussian pyramids for the processed pair
of successive images. Then, at each point p, we select the finest
scale for which the OFCE is valid and we compute at that scale the
motion-related measurement vobsðpÞ and associated bounds lðpÞ
and LðpÞ. If the OFCE remains invalid at all scales, we do not
compute any motion measurement at point p.
3.2 Markovian Quantization of the Local Motion-Related
Measurements
To evaluate co-occurrences of the motion-related measurements
vobsðpÞ, a quantization step is first needed. It is also preferable to cope
with discrete states for model estimation and storage issues.
Furthermore, the definition of a quantization range common to all
the processed image sequences is a requirement to properly
evaluate similarities between image sequences. A straightforward
and low-cost solution is to linearly quantize the motion-related
measurements vobsðpÞ as initially done in [5], [6]. However, as shown
in [4], it may not be adapted to all motion contents and the
introduction of contextual information can be beneficial. We have
exploited the confidence bounds associated to the local motion-
related measurements to define an efficient quantization scheme
stated as a Markovian labeling issue. A major result is that the
quantized values can now be considered as approximations of the
magnitudes of the real (unknown) displacements. Given, the set of
quantized values of the motion-related measurements,  ¼ f0 ¼
0; 1; 2; . . . ; jjg with 0 < 1 < . . . < jj, we determine the interval
½i1; i within which the magnitude of the real (unknown)
displacement at point p is most likely to fall. In addition, our
Markovian labeling scheme allows us to cope with spurious local
measurements in a well-formalized way. As demonstrated by
Fig. 1. Illustration of spatial and temporal properties of apparent motion within image sequences. For two sequences involving very different motion contents, we display
the first frame of the image sequence, a map of quantized local motion-related measurements as defined in Section 3 and the temporal evolution, over 25 successive
frames, of the local motion-related quantity computed at the image center.
experiments reported in [4] considering pure known motions
(translation, rotation, zooming), our Markovian quantization yields
quantized values closer to the magnitude of the real displacements
than a simple linear quantization. Objective evaluation was
performed between the maps of quantized values derived by the
two quantization methods and the map of magnitudes of the real
displacements (ground-truth), using the global mean square error
and L1 distance between motion histograms.
Let us formally describe our Markovian quantization. Let R be
the spatial image grid, e ¼ ðepÞp2R the quantization label field
where each label takes its value in , and o ¼ ðvobsðpÞÞp2R the map
of local motion-related measurements. The solution is given by the
minimization of a global energy function U as follows:
be ¼ arg min
e2jRj
Uðe; oÞ ¼ arg min
e2jRj
U1ðe; oÞ þ U2ðeÞ½ ; ð2Þ
where the energy function U splits into a data-driven term U1ðe; oÞ
and a regularization termU2ðeÞ. In addition,U1 andU2 are expressed
as the sum of local potentials: U1ðe; oÞ ¼
P
p2R V1ðep; vobsðpÞÞ and
U2ðeÞ ¼
P
ðp;qÞ2C   ðep  eqÞ. C denotes the set of binary cliques of
the 4-connectivity neighborhood and  is a positive factor setting the
influence of the regularization term (in practice,  is set to 2:0). 
designates a hard-redescendingM-estimator, here Tukey’s biweight
function [10], and allows us to preserve the (unknown) disconti-
nuities present in themotion field. Given a quantization level i with
i 2 f1; . . . ; jjg, potential V1ði; vobsðpÞÞ evaluates how likely the
magnitude of the real (unknown) displacement at point p is to be
within the interval ½i1; i. It is given by: V1ði; vobsðpÞÞ ¼
SupLi1 ðpÞ vobsðpÞð Þ þ Infli ðpÞ vobsðpÞð Þ. SupL is a continuous step
function centered on L, and Infl is the opposite of a step function
centered in l, both shifted to be within ½0; 1. Minimization (2) is
solved using an ICM-style algorithm, and the initialization is given
by considering only the data-driven term in the minimization. Two
examples of maps of quantized motion-related measurements are
shown in Fig. 1. We consider 64 quantization levels within ½0; 8½.
4 STATISTICAL NONPARAMETRIC MOTION MODELING
4.1 Temporal Multiscale Gibbs Models
In order to account for both the spatial and temporal properties of the
image motion content, we have designed a multiscale statistical
framework.Given a sequencexofmaps of quantizedmotion-related
measurements, we form at each image point a vector of motion
measurements computed at different scales, instead of considering
only one single value. Let us consider a sequence of K þ 1maps of
quantized motion-related measurements v ¼ ðv0; v1; . . . ; vKÞ com-
puted from a sequence of K þ 2 frames. From the sequence v,
we build a new sequence x ¼ ðx0; x1; . . . ; xKÞ. For k 2 ½½0; K,
xkðpÞ is defined as the vector of quantized measures ðx0kðpÞ ¼
vkðpÞ; . . . ; xLk ðpÞÞ computed at successive scales 0 toL, by applyingL
Gaussian filters of increasing variance to the map vk at point p.
Similarly to recent work on texture analysis [2], [15], we exploit
scale co-occurrences to characterize spatial image motion proper-
ties. For l 2 ½½0; L 1, the scale co-occurrence distribution lðxÞ is
given by:
8ð; 0Þ 2 2; lð; 0jxÞ ¼
XK
k¼1
X
p2R
ð  xlkðpÞÞð0  xlþ1k ðpÞÞ; ð3Þ
with  the Kronecker symbol. To account for temporal motion
content, we consider temporal co-occurrences as in our previous
work [5], [6], but the temporal co-occurrence distribution LðxÞ is
now defined as:
8ð; 0Þ 2 2; Lð; 0jxÞ ¼
XK
k¼1
X
p2R
ð  xLk ðpÞÞð0  x0k1ðpÞÞ: ð4Þ
To maintain a causal global formulation, the temporal co-
occurrences intervene between the motion quantities, respectively,
at scale 0 at time k 1 and at scale L at time k. The underlying
model is graphically formulated in Fig. 2, which exhibits the stated
local conditional dependencies. To define a probabilistic motion
model capturing these co-occurrence statistics, we consider the
Maximum Entropy (ME) principle, also used in [20] for texture
synthesis. The solution is a Gibbs distribution which can expressed
in the following exponential form (see [4], [20] for details):
PMðxÞ ¼ 1
ZM
exp
h
M  ðxÞ
i
withM  ðxÞ ¼
Xl¼L
l¼0
lM  lðxÞ;
ð5Þ
wherelM  lðxÞ is the dot product between the temporal (for l ¼ L
by convention) or scale (l 2 ½½0; L 1) co-occurrence distribution
lðxÞ and potentials lM of the model M: lM  lðxÞ ¼
P
ð;0Þ22
lMð; 0Þ  lð; 0jxÞ: Potentials M ¼ flMg ¼ flMð; 0Þg expli-
citly specify the distributionPMðxÞ associated tomodelM. As given
by Fig. 2, the key point is that this probabilistic modeling has an
equivalent causal formulation in terms of products of conditional
likelihoods [4]. Setting the following constraint onmodel potentials:
8ðl; 0Þ 2 ½½0; L  , P2 explMð; 0Þ ¼ 1, PMðxÞ is exactly
given by:
PMðxÞ ¼ 1
Z
exp
h
M  ðxÞ
i
; ð6Þ
Fig. 2. Illustration of the conditional dependencies involved in the temporal multiscale Gibbs models defined from temporal and scale co-occurrence statistics. Given a
point p at instant k, XkðpÞ ¼ fX0kðpÞ; . . . ; XLk ðpÞg is the vector of motion variables corresponding to scales 0 to L. PMðXLk ðpÞjX0k1ðpÞÞ and fPMðXlkðpÞjXlþ1k ðpÞÞgl2½½0;...;L1
are conditional likelihoods of the transitions involved by the temporal multiscale Gibbs model M.
where the normalizing factor Z equals jRjL and is finally
independent on model M.
Such a complete exponential formulation presents several
interesting features. It makes the computation of the conditional
likelihood PMðxÞ for any sequence x and model M feasible and
simple as explained below. It is not necessary to store the entire
sequence x to evaluate the conditional likelihoods fPMi ðxÞg with
regard to models fMig for a given sequence x. We only need to
compute and store the corresponding temporal and scale co-
occurrence distributions ðxÞ, and the evaluation of the likelihoods
fPMi ðxÞg only requires the computation of fMi  ðxÞg. Besides,
motion recognition or classification can be straightforwardly
formulated using the ML or MAP criterion. In addition, the
nonpredefined parametric form of the resulting motion models
allows us to characterize complex multimodal motion distribution.
4.2 ML Estimation of the Motion Models
Given a sequence of observations x, we estimate the potentials
flbMð; 0Þgðl;;0Þ2½½0;L2 of the motion model cM which best fits x.
We adopt the ML criterion, that is: cM¼ argmaxM PMðxÞ. As
detailed in [4] computing the ML model estimate merely involves
the evaluation of the empirical mean of the observed temporal
and scale transitions. This leads to:
8ðl; ; 0Þ 2 ½½0; L  2;
lbMð; 0Þ ¼ ln lð; 0jxÞ=X
0 02
lð0 0; 0jxÞ
!
:
ð7Þ
TheMLestimation of the nonparametricmotionmodel associated to
a sequence x is then directly derived from the computation of the set
of temporal and scale co-occurrence distributions ðxÞ. For a given
discrete state space  and a number L of scale levels, the complexity
of the temporal and multiscale Gibbs models in terms of number of
coefficients is equal to ðLþ 1Þ  jj2. For instance, if we consider
64 quantization levels for the motion-related measurements and
three scale levels, each motion model will comprise 16,128 poten-
tials. To reduce the model complexity and select the most
informative potentials, we have adapted the technique proposed
in [6] for temporal Gibbs models. It relies on the comparison of the
ratios of the likelihood function corresponding to the full MLmodel
and the reduced model to a predefined precision threshold . It
proceeds by progressively introducingMLpotentials in the reduced
model in an appropriate order [6].
5 MOTION RECOGNITION
5.1 Training Stage
We can consider a supervised recognition task. We assume to be
provided with a set C of qualitative motion classes, represented by
different image sequences, including a training set Ac for each
class c 2 C and a test set T . Given a class c 2 C, the learning stage
consists in estimating the associated statistical motion model Mc.
For each element a 2 Ac, we compute the sequence of maps of
multiscale motion-related measurements xa and the related set of
temporal and scale co-occurrence distributions ðxaÞ. We then
estimate the ML model Mc that best fits the observation set
fxaga2Ac . We solve for: Mc ¼ argmaxM
Q
a2Ac PMðxaÞ

. Using the
exponential expression of PMðxaÞ given by relation (6), we obtain:
Mc ¼ argmaxM
X
a2Ac
M  ðxaÞ
" #
¼ argmax
M
M 
X
a2Ac
ðxaÞ
" #
: ð8Þ
Solving for (8) leads to the computation of the mean co-occurrence
statistics over the set of co-occurrence matrices. If we denote by
lcð; 0Þ ¼
P
a2Ac 
lð; 0jxaÞ, potentials are directly estimated from
the mean co-occurrence matrix c using (7).
5.2 Classification Stage
Using the set of models fMcgc2C, the motion recognition problem
can be stated as a statistical inference issue based on the
ML criterion. Given t in the test set T , we compute its sequence
of maps of multiscale motion-related measurements xt and the
associated temporal and scale co-occurrence distributions ðxtÞ.
To determine its motion class ct, we again resort to the
ML criterion: ct ¼ argmaxc2C PMcðxtÞ ¼ argmaxc2C Mc  ðxtÞ½ .
Let us again stress that this classification step only involves the
computation of j Cj dot products fMc  ðxtÞg between model
potentials fMcgc2C and co-occurrence matrices ðxtÞ.
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Set of Image Sequences
The motion recognition experiment we have conducted on real
image sequences comprises eight classes. The set of processed video
sequences involves different temporal textures, rigid motion
situations, and human motion samples. More precisely, it contains
four kinds of temporal textures: wind blown grass (a), gentle sea
waves (b), rough water turbulence (c), and wind blown trees (d). A
class of anchor shots (e) of low motion activity, and two classes
related to rigid motion situations, moving escalator shots (f), and
traffic sequences (g) are also added. The last class (h) refers to
sequences of a pedestrian walking either from left to right or from
right to left. Each motion class, except class (h), is represented by
three sequences of 100 frames. Class (h) includes 10 sequences of
30 images (five shots involving a pedestrian moving from left to
right and five ones with a pedestrian walking from right to left).
Fig. 3 contains one image representative of every sequence of each
class (for class (h), we have selected three sequences among 10).1We
believe that, even if this motion recognition experiment can be
regarded as somewhat “artificial,” the provided set of real examples
provides a realistic (while controlled for objective evaluation
purpose) and convincing benchmark involving a wide range of
motion content of varying difficulty with classes not easy to
discriminate (from their motion content, as the semantic interpreta-
tion of the scene hast not been considered here). It could be
compared to a certain extent to the Brodatz image set used for the
evaluation of texture analysis methods.
Each image sequence of the video set described above is divided
into “microsequences” of six images. We thus obtain 57 samples in
each motion class, which means that we consider a set of
456microsequences. The first 10microsequencesof the first sequence
of each class (a) to (g) are used as the training data. For class (h), since
the sequences contain only 30 frames, the first five subsequences of
the first two sequences of this class are included in the training set.
Finally, we obtain a training set formed by 80microsequences, and a
test set including 376 microsequences.
6.2 Motion Recognition Results
All the experiments have been conducted with the same parameter
settings. The Markovian quantization of motion-related measure-
ments involve 64 levels within range ½0; 8. The model complexity
reduction step, with  set to 0:99, results in the retention of only
about 10 percent of significant model potentials over about
1,000 coefficients for each set of model potentials M. In terms of
computational time, the quantization step requires about one
second to process a pair of 256 256 images using a 500MHz
workstation, while the computation of co-occurrence statistics and
model estimation are completed in less than one second. Let us point
1. The authors are grateful to INA, Departement Innovation, Direction de
la Recherche, for providing the news sequences, C.H. Peh and L.F. Cheong
at the National University of Singapore for providing temporal texture
samples, and E. Bruno and D. Pellerin from INPG/LIS for providing human
motion sequences.
out that no multiscale information is used if L ¼ 0. In that case, no
spatial aspect of motion content is captured. It corresponds to the
simple Temporal Gibbs Models (TGM) introduced in [6]. In these
experiments, the motion recognition method is referred to as the
TMGM method when considering the Temporal Multiscale Gibbs
Models with L  1, and as the TGM method otherwise. The
comparison between the two methods will judge the improvement
brought by the combined characterization of both spatial and
temporal aspects of motion content conveyed by the temporal
multiscale modeling.
The plot in Fig. 4b depicts the average  and the standard
deviation , over the eight motion classes, of the correct classifica-
tion rate for the elements of the test set T using the TGMmethod and
the TMGM method for 1 to 4 scale levels with reduced models
( ¼ 0:99). The average recognition rate  is greater than 95 percent
using TMGM, whereas we get only 92.4 percent of correct
classification usingTGM. The best results are obtained usingTMGM
with L ¼ 3 for which the mean classification rate is higher than
99 percent with a standard deviation lower than 1. Exploiting both
spatial and temporal properties ofmotion contentwith theproposed
multiscale framework outperforms the TGM method. In addition,
the average rate  decreases when L is greater than 3. This is due to
the combination of two factors. First, the values of the elements close
to the diagonal in the scale co-occurrence matrices become higher
over scale. Second, the more the number L of scale levels, the less
influential the motion information captured by the temporal co-
occurrences.
Table 1 supplies a detailed evaluation of the recognition results
obtained with the TGM method and the TMGM method for L ¼ 3.
For both methods, we report the percentage of correct and false
classification for every motion class. The comparison of the results
demonstrates that theTMGMmethodoutperforms theTGMmethod
for all classes. The correct classification rate is indeed always greater
than 97 percent for the TMGM method, whereas it is between
69.6 percent and 100 percent using the TGM method. The most
significant improvements are obtained for classes (A) and (E), for
Fig. 3. Experimental video set: for every motion class, (a)-(h), one image is displayed for each sequence of the motion class. The eight classes correspond to various
dynamic contents: (a) wind blown grass, (b) gentle sea waves, (c) rough turbulent water, (d) wind blown trees, (e) anchor person, (f) moving escalator, (g) traffic scene,
and (h) pedestrian walking.
Fig. 4. Motion recognition results for the video set presented in Fig. 3. (a) Motion recognition using Temporal Multicale Gibbs Models (TMGM) with L 2 ½½1; 4 and
Temporal Gibbs Models (TGM) (L ¼ 0). We use reduced models with  ¼ 0:99. (We report the average  and the standard deviation  of the correct classification rate
computed over the eight motion classes). (b) Motion recognition using reduced models. (We plot the average recognition rate versus the average model complexity;
model complexity reduction is achieved using the technique described in Section 4.2 for different values of precision parameter  within ½0:5; 0:99).
which the correct classification rate increases, respectively, from
83 percent to 97.9 percent and from 69.6 percent to 100 percent.
28.3 percent of test samples of class (E) are wrongly classified into
class (D)with theTGMmethod.Letuspoint out thatmicrosequences
of class (E) involve a lowmotion activitywith small displacements of
the anchor person and the tree sequences of class (D) include
fluttering leaves with motion of rather low magnitudes. The spatial
aspects of motion content captured by the TMGMmethod allows us
to perfectly discriminate elements from classes (D) and (E).
The plot in Fig. 4a presents motion recognition results when
considering different model reduction rates. We have plotted the
average recognition rate versus the average model complexity.
Different model reductions were achieved with values of the
precision threshold  in the range ½0:5; 0:99. Not surprisingly, the
higher themodel reduction, theweaker the average recognition rate.
It is demonstrated that keeping about 1,600 model potentials is
sufficient to obtain recognition results equivalent to those obtained
with the ML models (i.e., a mean recognition rate of 99.5 percent in
both cases). It represents an important model reduction since it
corresponds to select only 10 percent of theMLmodel potentials.We
have thusdesignedanefficient yetparsimoniousmotionmodels that
successfully achieve motion recognition in quite general situations.
These experiments focus on the evaluation of TMGM versus
TGM for motion recognition. In [4], we have carried out comple-
mentary experiments which favorably compare TMGM to other
approaches (distance between global features extracted from
temporal co-occurrences, spatio-temporal randomwalks evaluating
both spatial and temporal co-occurrences). Gaussian mixture
models applied to co-occurrence distributions were also investi-
gated. While exhibiting a very low model complexity (about 50
parameters), the use ofGaussianmixtures also significantly degrade
recognition results (mean rate lower than 90 percent).
7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a unified nonparametric statistical motion
modeling framework in order to characterize motion content within
image sequences. The introduction of temporal multiscale Gibbs
models specified fromco-occurrence statistics of properly quantized
local motion-related measurements, computed over the processed
image sequence, allows us to properly handle both spatial and
temporal aspects of the underlying motion configuration. In
addition, our probabilistic approach makes the computation of
likelihood functions andMLmodel estimation formotion classifica-
tion and recognition issues feasible and simple, which results in an
efficient and low cost implementation.
Our method is able to successfully handle a wide range of
dynamic contents, from rigid motion to temporal textures. Satisfac-
tory results have been obtained concerning motion recognition over
a representative set of real image sequences, demonstrating the
interest of considering nonparametric motion characterization.
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TABLE 1
Percentage of Correct and False Classification for the Eight Considered Motion Classes
For each class, we report results obtained using TGM and TMGM methods with L ¼ 3. For each class, the first line (bold type) refers to the TMGM method (for instance,
for class (A), the percentage of samples assigned to class (A) and (C) were, respectively, 97.9 percent and 2.1 percent using TMGM), while experiments conducted with
the TGM method are reported on the second line (italic type).
